Response to Referee #1:
We thank the reviewer for constructive comments and helpful suggestions.
2 (19-20). What about Egerer et al. 2017?
• It makes sense to include Egerer et al. 2017 if we talk about the Holocene instead of the
mid-Holocene period since Egerer et al. 2017 focus on the dynamics of the whole Holocene
period. We will change the sentence accordingly.
3 (3-6). Is dust having any feedback on climate in your simulations?
• Yes, indeed the impact of dust on the solar radiation budget through scattering and
absorption and the alteration of the cloud structure is implement in the model (for details see
Stier et al. 2005). We will highlight this explicitly in the model description. For the analysis,
the feedback of dust on climate can nevertheless not be quantified. To do so, additional
sensitivity experiments would be necessary (which we already mentioned in the discussion).
4 (29-31). You mention initial and boundary conditions. How long have you run your dust
experiments from there?
• If we understood the question correctly, the answer is given in 4 (15-17): To achieve an
equilibrium for the vegetation distribution for each time slice, we first run 30 years with an
accelerated vegetation dynamics followed by 570 years with vegetation dynamics at normal
speed. We take the last 200 years for evaluation.
• To avoid confusion, we will shift this paragraph to the above mentioned passage.
5 (5). Since we cannot see the manuscript in preparation, please spend a couple of words on it.
• Recently, the manuscript was published in Climate of the past and all details can be found in
there. We will add the citation (Dallmeyer, A., Claussen, M., and Brovkin, V.: Harmonizing
plant functional type distributions for evaluating Earth System Models, Clim. Past Discuss.,
https://doi.org/10.5194/cp-2018-41, in review, 2018).
Figure 5. The model results (absolute values, North-South gradient) are similar to Egerer et al.
2017, but quite different from Egerer et al. 2016. Could you briefly explain what changed? This
could be useful in your discussion concerning the apparent overestimation of deposition fluxes in
correspondence of the more northern cores.
• The progressive development and installation of new hardware and software at the Max
Planck Institute for Meteorology demanded the use of different model versions for the
different studies. Older model versions were used in Egerer et al. (2016) (echam6.1-ham2.1)
and Egerer et al. (2017) (echam6.1-ham2.2). In the new model version (echam6.3-ham2.3),
the definition of the roughness length is no longer depending on the orography, but on the
leaf area index of the vegetation. Due to this changes, a regional modeling factor was
introduced in the new model version. So on the one hand the differences arise from different
tuning of the dust module.
• On the other hand, note that the prescription of the vegetation distribution is quite different
in Egerer et al. (2016) and Egerer et al. (2017). And both differ from the vegetation
distribution which we get in this study with dynamic vegetation. Since dust emission is
highly depending on the vegetation distribution, we think that in terms of absolute values it
is inappropriate to compare the three studies.
Also, somewhere in the text please discuss a bit more the data, e.g. what are the assumptions in
terms of isolating the dust flux, what size ranges you are comparing, etc.
• The dust flux was calculated as the difference between the total flux and the carbonate, opal
and organic carbon flux. In McGee et al. (2013) and Adkins et al. (2006), the 230Th

•

•

normalization method was used to determine dust fluxes. Also, McGee et al. (2013) use
endmember modelling to separate eolian and hemipelagic fluxes. Thereby, the coarse
endmembers (approximately between 8 μm and 30 μm in size) are assumed to characterize
eolian dust. We will add this information to the ‘Comparison with marine sediments’
section.
Model description: The size distribution of the emitted particles is prescribed via log-normal
functions of a coarse (mass mean radius (mmr) = 1.75 μm, standard derivation σ = 2 μm)
and an accumulation mode (mass mean radius (mmr) = 0.37 μm, standard derivation σ =
1.59 μm). We will add mmr and σ in the model description.
The problem of differing size ratios between simulated and observed fluxes was already
discussed in Egerer et al. (2016) and in earlier studies (e.g. Mahowald et al. (2014). Thus,
we will refer to this studies in the manuscript.
10 (10-15). Could you calculate dust emission
budgets for the two sub-regions and see
the absolute and relative changes to support your
discussion?
•

•

In Fig. 1, the dust emission budgets for the
western Sahara (as in Fig. 7 in the
manuscript) and for the area around the
Bodele Depression (12°N-18°N, 14°E21°E) are plotted. This supports the
argument, that emissions from the Bodele
Depression are rarely significant for
changes between 6 and 4 ka BP and occur
mainly after 4 ka BP.
We will add Fig. 1 to the manuscript and
thank the reviewer for the suggestion.

Fig.1: Simulated dust emission from the
western Sahara and from an area
including the Bodele Depression.

10 (15-20). These explanations all refer to the real world I believe, but what about in
your simulations?
10 (15-20). In general I do not think you really show that one source is dominant for
the cores in your model simulations. You may argue explicitly that it seems reasonable
to assume so. In this paragraph it seems that model and observations are mixed up,
whereas I think you should separate clearly what you can say for each of them, and
later discuss if you see convergences and/or differences.
• In the simulations, it is unfortunately not possible to track dust particles from source to sink
since the tracers for dust are interacting with surrounding particles and can not be extracted.
• To support the argumentation, we will include Fig. 1 to the section.
• We think that the discussion (also involving ‘real world believes’) is necessary to be
conducted in this section because the choice of the dust emission area that is responsible for
dust deposition at the margin and the next chapter is based on that discussion. We will
nevertheless separate the arguments arising from our simulations and previous observations
more clearly.

10 (19-20). The two potential sources have different composition; but which one does
match the chemical composition of dust in those cores you are looking at?
• Unfortunately, in the paper which we referred to, this information is not given. We were
pointing to the approach that if the chemical composition is significantly different in the two
source areas, it must be clearly differentiable in the sink area. Since this is a vague
argument, it might be better to remove this sentence from the manuscript.
Figure 8. I wonder if you can highlight somehow in the figure the boxes you discuss in
the text.
• Yes, this seems like a good idea. We will mark the boxes of strong changes in dust emission
and whether they coincide with a strong change in lake area, vegetation cover or both with
different colors.
19 (13). Please add a concluding paragraph that concisely describes your results with
a short summary.
• To summarize our findings we will give a short conclusion where we answer the questions
that we posed in the introduction.

Response to Referee #2:
We thank David McGee for his constructive comments and helpful suggestions.
1. What does modeled dust deposition look like downwind in the Bahamas or in the central tropical/
subtropical Atlantic? It would be useful to compare against the records of Williams et al. 2016 and
Middleton et al. 2018 as well, especially given that dust deposition in the Bahamas should reflect
summer deposition rather than winter/spring deposition, and all the distal sites presumably reflect
a broader range of sites than the NW African margin sites.
• In my doctoral thesis (Egerer, S. (2018). Linking marine dust records to Saharan landscape
evolution during the Holocene: a theoretical study. Phd Thesis, Hamburg: Universität
Hamburg. doi:10.17617/2.2552057), I additionally compared to the Bahama and
central/tropical Atlantic core sites. However, in this study, we decided to focus on the dust
cores close to the margin. The temporal resolution of the core sites further away from the
margin is much coarser and thus uncertainty is much higher. Also, we would like to focus
more on the abrupt change at the core sites close to the margin and would thus like to restrict
this study to these sites.
2. Section 2.2/Section 3.1: For the comparison with coretop dust fluxes, what grain sizes are being
transported in the model? Grains at these sites are quite coarse (10-40 μm modal grain sizes for
sediment inferred to be windblown dust), so if the model is getting the right answer for the right
reason at ODP658 and GC68, it should be depositing quite coarse dust at these sites. Albani et al.
simulated only <10 μm grains, so it was necessary to compare against fluxes of dust at these sites
rather than the total dust fluxes reported by McGee et al. Related to this point, I’m surprised that
the coastal dune fields in Mauritania/Western Sahara (e.g., Lancaster et al., Geology
2002) aren’t dust sources in the model, as I’ve always thought that the coarse grains deposited at
these sites must have a quite local source.
• The grain size distribution in this study is quite similar to Egerer et al. (2016), which peaks
around 6-7 μm. Already in Egerer et al. (2016), we discussed possible reasons and
consequences of the discrepancy between the grain sizes in the simulation and observed
particle sizes. Despite the mismatch, we think that it is valid to compare both, because we
think the fluxes <10 μm are proportional to the total amount of deposited dust.
• We are afraid our global circulation model with a grid cell length of about 200km is not
suitable to resolve and reflect dune field activity. As was discussed in our manuscript, the
dust source areas in the model are in conflict with satellite observations (Schepanski et al.,
2009) and thus might not reflect dust source areas realistically.
3. There should be a more detailed and complete summary of modern observations of the
seasonality and flux of dust in the region – for example, see R.F. Anderson et al., Phil. Trans. A
2016, especially citations 33-35 for studies of dust deposition in the eastern tropical North Atlantic
and at Cape Verde. The work of Skonieczny et al. Is also useful for documenting modern transport
from dust sources in the NW Sahara.
• We will involve these studies in the chapter ‘Changes in the seasonal cycle of dust emission
and atmospheric circulation’. Here it is mentioned, that maximum surface dust
concentrations at the Cape Verde Islands are found in boreal winter (DJF), whereas in our
simulations dust emissions peak later in early spring (FMA).
4. The discussion of wind changes should be expanded and clarified (admittedly, winds are a bit of
a fixation for me.) First, winds are only shown for the two timeslices (Figure 10) rather than plotted
as a timeseries as is done for the dust, vegetation and precipitation. It would be fairly easy to plot
January-through-April northeasterly wind strength over the some portion of the NW Sahara to see
whether similarly abrupt changes occur in winds between 6-4 ka. Second, it should be noted in the

text that the large changes that the authors find in FMA northeasterly winds are consistent with the
changes in upwelling inferred from SST and biogenic flux records along the NW African margin
(Adkins et al., 2006; Bradtmiller et al., 2016; Romero et al., 2008) (note that these changes in
upwelling proxies are as abrupt as the changes in dust fluxes at these cores). Third, on page 18
lines 14-20, the authors first state that the FMA wind changes are potentially as important as the
vegetation and precipitation changes, then end the paragraph by saying that “changes in
atmospheric circulation due to a shift of the monsoon system are of minor importance concerning
the rapid shift in North Atlantic dust deposition.”
Aren’t the winter/spring wind changes a part of the monsoon system? Or does this second statement
just focus on the summer monsoon? If so, that should be clearly stated.
• We will add a time series of the 10m wind strength over NW Africa during early spring
(FMA) (Fig. 1). (Note: The shape is in principal equal to Jan-April but we chose FMA for
consistency with Fig.11). We thank you for this suggestion. Indeed, there is a clear rapid rise
of the wind strength between 6 and 4 ka BP in the western Sahara in line with the increase in
dust emission. We will clearly state the relation between changes in wind strength and dust
emission in the text. Furthermore, the wind strength is linked to vegetation through the
roughness length. The decrease in vegetation cover is in line with an acceleration of surface
winds.
• We will also underline the consistency
between the FMA northeasterly winds
and changes in upwelling inferred from
SST and biogenic flux records not only
in strength but also in speed.
• Yes, indeed we refer here to the summer
monsoon and will change this sentence
accordingly.

Fig.1: Time series of 10m wind strength
over NW Africa during early spring (FMA).

5. I agree with the final point of the paper, that dust fluxes at NW African margin sites reflect
conditions in specific NW African dust source areas, and they are not representative of the whole of
North Africa. That said, Figure 7 suggests that the dust changes are at least representative of an
area 17°(east-west) by 11° (north-south) – quite a large part of NW Africa. So I think this statement
should be qualified – the dust records are representative of a large area, just not as large as has
sometimes been implied or stated.
• We will specify the statement accordingly in the discussion.
6. I think the paper’s other main point is that, at least in this model, the rapid increases in dust
deposition recorded in these sites require rapid decreases in precipitation and vegetation density
(and perhaps rapid increases in winter/spring winds) in NW Africa – the rapid dust changes cannot
be attributed to thresholds inherent to dust emission superimposed on gradual changes in climate
and vegetation. The study thus suggests that mid-Holocene drying of NW Africa proceeded much
more rapidly than the decline in insolation would suggest, correct? If I have this correct, I think this
second point could be stated more clearly and emphasized in the text.

Your argument is correct and we will emphasize the stated point more clearly in the
discussion.
Other comments:
•

Page/line:
P1/L6: Here and in page 5/line 4, “Therefore” is used improperly. It should be used to
mean “Because of this”, but in both places it is used in place of “In order to do this”.
Please change to “To do this” or equivalent.
• We agree and will change the phrases accordingly.
P8/L5: “At the more northern cores GC37 and GC49 the change in dust deposition is rather
moderate.” If this statement is intended to mean that the magnitude of the dust deposition change is
smaller at GC37 and GC49, I disagree: see McGee et al. 2013 Figure 5, which shows that relative
increases in dust fluxes are similar at GC37, 49, and 68 (the relative change is smaller at ODP658,
presumably because this record is bulk terrigenous flux and so overestimates fluxes during the
AHP.) If this statement is intended to mean that the rate of change is slower at GC37 and GC49, I
also disagree: McGee et al. 2013 demonstrates that the smoother changes recorded at GC37 and
GC49 could just be due to bioturbation (greater smoothing of the record due to lower
sedimentation rates), not a slower rate of change in dust deposition.
• We intended to say that changes in dust flux are not as sharp as for the more southern core
sites. From McGee et al. it is not clear, whether there is indeed a slower rate of change in
dust deposition or if a smoothing due to bioturbation is indeed the cause of the slower
change rate.

Relevant changes in the manuscript:
•
•
•
•
•

description of marine sediment cores (p. 8, l. 3-8)
plot of dust emission from western Sahara and Bodele Depression and more detailed
discussion (Fig. 7)
color areas of major changes in dust emission and their connection to vegetation/lake
changes in Fig. 9
plot of changes in surface wind strength in the western Sahara (Fig. 11) which allows a more
extensive discussion (p. 20, l. 30-34)
discussion of particle size distribution (p. 19, l. 11-15)
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Abstract.
Marine sediment records from a series of core sites along the northwest African margin show a sudden increase in North
Atlantic dust deposition about 5 ka BP that has been associated with an abrupt end of the African Humid Period (AHP). To
assess the causes of the abrupt shift in North Atlantic dust deposition, we explore changes in the Holocene dust cycle and in
5

North African climate and landscape by performing several time slice simulations from 8 ka BP until the pre-industrial era.
ThereforeTo
do this, we use the coupled aerosol-climate model ECHAM6-HAM2 including dynamic vegetation and interactive
::::::::
dust, whereas ocean conditions and lake surface area are prescribed for each time slice.
We find a rapid increase in simulated dust deposition between 6 and 4 ka BP that is fairly consistent with the abrupt change
in marine sediment records at around 20◦ N. The rapid change in simulated dust deposition is caused by a rapid increase in
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simulated dust emission in the western Sahara, where the main dust sources for dust transport towards the North Atlantic are
located. The sudden increase in dust emission in the western Sahara is according to our simulations a consequence of a fast
decline of vegetation cover from 22◦ N to 18◦ N that might occur due to vegetation-climate feedbacks or due to the existence of
a precipitation threshold on vegetation growth. Additionally, the prescribed gradual reduction of lake area enforces accelerated
dust release as highly productive dust sources are uncovered. :::::::::::
Concurrently ::::
with :::
the :::::::::
continental:::::::
drying, ::::::
surface::::::
winds ::
in :::
the
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western
Sahara are accelerated. Changes in the Saharan landscape and dust emission south of 18◦ N and in the eastern Sahara
::::::::::::::::::::::::::
as well as changes in atmospheric circulation play a minor role in driving the dynamics of North Atlantic dust deposition at
the core sites. Our study identifies spatial and temporal heterogeneity in the transition of the North African landscape. As a
consequence, implications from local data records on large scale climate have to be treated with caution.
1

20

Introduction

North Atlantic sediment records show an abrupt increase in dust accumulation close to the northwest African margin about 5 ka
BP (deMenocal et al., 2000; Adkins et al., 2006; McGee et al., 2013a; Albani et al., 2015), which is also observed downwind
in the tropical North Atlantic and at the Bahamas (Williams et al., 2016). The abrupt increase in dust deposition has been
attributed to an abrupt Holocene landscape change in North Africa. For instance, modeling studies reveal a sudden large scale
decline of North African vegetation cover (Brovkin et al., 1998; Claussen et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2006). Also, paleohydrologic
1

records point to a rapid drying-out of all water bodies at the end of the African Humid period (AHP) about 4.5 ka BP (Lézine
et al., 2011). In contrast, pollen records from lake Yoa (Kröpelin et al., 2008), sediment records from the Manga Grasslands
(Cockerton et al., 2014) and a modeling study of vegetation cover transition (Renssen et al., 2003) indicate a more gradual
change of North African landscape. Paleohydrologic reconstructions show a southward retreat of the tropical rain belt with
5

local differences in the timing and abruptness of the retreat (Shanahan et al., 2015). The origin of the abrupt change in North
Atlantic dust deposition in the context of Holocene landscape change in North Africa is thus still a matter of debate.
In a previous simulation study (Egerer et al., 2017), we have tested the hypothesis that a gradual decline of North African
vegetation and lake cover results in an abrupt increase in North Atlantic dust deposition either due to the nonlinearity in dust
activation or due to the heterogeneous distribution of major dust sources. Our simulations revealed a gradual increase in North

10

Atlantic dust deposition as a response to gradual landscape changes. This suggests that either a fast vegetation decline or a
rapid desiccation of lakes is crucial to explain the abrupt increase in dust deposition in the marine sediment cores. Fast changes
in vegetation cover have been attributed to a precipitation threshold on vegetation (Liu et al., 2006) or to feedbacks between
climate and vegetation that amplify the gradual insolation forcing (Brovkin et al., 1998; Claussen et al., 1999). The first who
proposed such a positive vegetation-climate feedback was Charney (1975). According to his theory, the high desert albedo

15

leads to more stable conditions in the air column above compared to the surroundings and thus precipitation is suppressed,
which results in a self-stabilization of the desert. Similarly, the mechanism works the opposite way in vegetated areas due to
their low albedo. A change in external conditions may trigger an abrupt transition from a humid vegetated state to a hyperarid
desert state in the presence of these positive feedbacks.
Previous simulation studies on the mid-Holocene dust cycle (Sudarchikova et al., 2015; Albani et al., 2015; Egerer et al., 2016) ::::::::
Holocene
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dust
cycle (Sudarchikova et al., 2015; Albani et al., 2015; Egerer et al., 2016, 2017) did not include climate consistent calcula:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
tions of the vegetation distribution (‘dynamic vegetation’) and were thus not suitable to analyze the link between changes in
dust and vegetation during the Holocene. In this study, we explore the possible link between a sudden change of vegetation
cover arising in interaction with the hydrological cycle and atmospheric dynamics and an abrupt change in North Atlantic dust
deposition during the Holocene. The study is guided by the questions: Can we confirm an abrupt shift in North Atlantic dust

25

deposition in our simulations as found in marine sediment records? How is the shift in North Atlantic dust deposition linked
to Saharan landscape transition towards the end of the AHP? How does the timing and the abruptness of Saharan landscape
and
climate transition vary spatially? To answer these questions, we perform a series of time slice simulations from the mid::::::::::
Holocene to the pre-industrial era, where vegetation, climate and dust are coupled dynamically in the global aerosol-climate
model ECHAM6-HAM2 (version echam6.3-ham2.3). Ocean conditions for each time slice and a linear decline of lake surface
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area over time are prescribed.
Our study is structured as follows: First, we present a brief description of the model and experiment setup and evaluate the
model against data. We then compare our simulated North Atlantic dust deposition to marine sediment records and demonstrate
the link between changes in North Atlantic dust deposition and changes in Saharan dust emission, landscape and climate.
Further, we analyze the spatial heterogeneity of changes in dust emission and vegetation and analyze the importance of changes
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in atmospheric circulation. Finally, we discuss our findings and draw our main conclusions.
2

2

Model and experiment setup

2.1

Model description

We use the global aerosol-climate model ECHAM6-HAM2 (version echam6.3-ham2.3) (Stier et al., 2005; Stevens et al., 2013)
at a model resolution of T63L31, which corresponds to a horizontal resolution of approximately 1.9°x1.9° and 31 vertical
5

pressure levels in the atmosphere. The aerosols that are calculated interactively in the model are sulfate, black carbon, organic
carbon, sea salt and mineral dust. In this study, we only focus on mineral dust. In
the model, the impact of dust on the solar
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
radiation
budget through scattering and absorption and on the cloud structure is implement (for details see Stier et al. (2005) ).
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Bare soils and areas covered with sparse vegetation, such as grasses, shrubs and crops are assumed to be potential dust sources
in the model (Stanelle et al., 2014). Additionally, former paleolakes serve as preferential dust sources as fine grained material
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that is deposited in dried-out lake beds can be easily deflated by surface winds. If certain criteria are fulfilled (e.g. the soil has
to be dry and uncovered), dust is emitted from these potential and preferential dust sources as soon as the surface wind velocity
exceeds a critical threshold.
The dust emission scheme is based on Tegen et al. (2002). The main mechanism considered in this scheme is saltation bombardment. The size distribution of the emitted particles is prescribed via log-normal functions of a coarse (mass
mean radius
:::::::::::::::

15

(mmr)
= 1.75 µm, standard derivation σ = 2 µm) and an accumulation mode (mmr
= 0.37 µm, σ = 1.59 µm). After exceeding
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::
a critical threshold, the horizontal dust flux is parametrized as a cubic function of the surface wind velocity following Marticorena and Bergametti (1995). A ratio between vertical and horizontal fluxes is given depending on particle size and surface
properties. Dust is transported via tracers in the atmosphere component ECHAM. Deposition processes involve washing out of
particles from the atmosphere by precipitation (wet deposition), turbulent downward mixing (dry deposition) and gravitational
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settling of particles (sedimentation).
In this model version, we use a 5-layer soil scheme to handle soil moisture. The charge of the skin water reservoir (thickness
10−6 cm) is taken as a measure for the soil wetness. As long as the skin reservoir is filled, dust emission is suppressed. Also,
lakes disable dust emission. If the lake surface fraction of a grid cell is above 50 %, the grid cell is handled as a lake cell and
no dust emission from this grid cell is possible.

25

Vegetation is described as a composition of 11 plant functional types (PFTs) in the land surface model JSBACH of ECHAM
including grass and woody (trees and shrubs) types. Natural land cover change and vegetation dynamics is simulated by the
DYNVEG component (Brovkin et al., 2009; Reick et al., 2013). The simulation of vegetation in JSBACH is based on the
‘universal presence principle’, i.e. each PFT can potentially grow everywhere. Bioclimatic limits restrict the establishment of
PFTs. Several processes control land cover change: PFT cover can be reduced by natural death or disturbances, e.g. through
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wildfires, thereby releasing space for migration of other vegetation. PFT cover can increase through migration of plant species
in the released space, the so called ‘uncolonized land’. In general, vegetation establishment is possible, when net primary
productivity (NPP) is positive at least for some years. Different PFTs compete for the uncolonized land and their success
depends on growth form and productivity, where more productive plants have a competitive advantage. At first, grass PFTs
have an advantage because they grow much faster than woody types (trees and shrubs). In absence of disturbances, woody
3

PFTs are in favor of grass PFTs due to light competition. Finally, the fraction of a grid cell inhospitable to vegetation (’bare
land’) may expand or shrink depending on climate conditions as measured by growth success.
For this study, a simple dynamic soil albedo scheme has been included in the model, where the soil albedo αsoil is

5

parametrized based on plant net primary productivity (NPP):


NPP
αsoil = αobs − (αobs − αdark · min
, 1 ),
N P Pdark

(1)

where αobs is the standard soil albedo in JSBACH, which is based on present-day observations, while αdark is the albedo of
soil by the presence of soil organic carbon as measured by the average normalized net primary productivity N P Pdark , when
vegetation is composed half of tropical summer-green trees and half of rain-green shrubs. Eq. (1) is evaluated separately for
the visible and near infra-red range. αdark is set to 0.13 in the visible range and to 0.22 in the near infra-red range. N P P is
10

the 5-years average of the actual N P P (Zink, 2014).
2.2

Experiment setup

We perform a series of time slice simulations covering the Holocene from 8 ka BP to the pre-industrial era, 1850 AD, in 2
ka intervals, where, for example, 6k refers to 6 ka BP. The mid-Holocene time slice is hereafter referred to as 6k, the prerather than present-day as final time slice to exclude
industrial time slice as 0k. We chose the pre-industrial simulation era
:::
15

any anthropogenic impact. Because marine sediment records indicate a rather abrupt change in dust accumulation at about
5.5 and 4.9 ka BP (deMenocal et al., 2000; McGee et al., 2013a), we add a time slice at 5 ka BP. Vegetation and dust are
calculated interactively. To achieve an equilibrium for the vegetation distribution for each time slice, we first run 30 years with
an accelerated vegetation dynamics followed by 570 years with vegetation dynamics at normal speed. We take the last 200
years for evaluation. We consider a rather long period for evaluation because the dynamic vegetation in JSBACH varies on
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time-scales of more than 100 years as for example in the grass and shrub fraction.
Paleohydrologic records show that the maximum of deep lake formation occurred during the early Holocene around 9 ka BP,
whereas the maximum extent of water surface was reached only at 6 ka BP and fell thereafter (Lézine et al., 2011). Thus, we
prescribe the lake surface area identically for the 8k and 6k time slice in our simulations based on a paleolake reconstruction
(Tegen et al., 2002) (Fig. 1). Thereafter, the lake surface area is prescribed to decline linearly in North Africa similar to the first
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scenario in Egerer et al. (2017). Pre-industrial lake surface area is prescribed based on satellite data (Loveland et al., 2000) (Fig.
1). Orbital forcing parameters for each time slice are set following Berger (1978). Changes in greenhouse gas concentrations are
assumed to have a minor impact and are set constant across all time slices following the PMIP protocol for the mid-Holocene
(Harrison et al., 2001). We prescribe sea surface temperatures (SST) and sea ice concentration (SIC) for each time slice from
50 years averages calculated interactively in a transient Holocene simulation with MPI-ESM1 that does not contain interactive
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dust (Bader et al., in prep.). This simulation includes orbital and CO2 forcing and captures the Holocene era from 8 ka BP
until present. We use 50-years mean vegetation cover and cover fractions of all 11 PFTs from the model output of this transient
Holocene simulation to initialize the vegetation distribution in North Africa (17◦ W–40◦ E; 10◦ N–30◦ N) for each time slice
in our study. ::
To:::::
bring:::
the:::::::::
vegetation ::::::::::
distribution ::
in ::::::::::
equilibrium,:::
we :::
first::::
run ::
30:::::
years ::::
with ::
an::::::::::
accelerated :::::::::
vegetation ::::::::
dynamics
4

followed
by 570 years with vegetation dynamics at normal speed. We take the last 200 years for evaluation. We consider a
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
rather
long period for evaluation because the dynamic vegetation in JSBACH varies on time-scales of more than 100 years as
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
for example in the grass and shrub fraction.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Figure 1. Pre-industrial lake distribution based on satellite data (Hagemann, 2002) (left) and a paleolake reconstruction of Tegen et al. (2002) (right). The color indicates the lake fraction in a grid cell. Note that the scales
(right).are
Thedifferent.
color indicates the lake fraction in a grid cell. Note that the scales are different.

Figure 1. Pre-industrial lake distribution based on satellite data (Hagemann, 2002) (left) and a paleolake reconstruction of Tegen et al. (2002)

2.3
5

2.3.1

Model evaluation
Vegetation cover

We compare the vegetation distribution that was simulated dynamically in our model to a biome reconstruction based on
pollen records of the BIOME 6000 data set (Harrison, 2017). Therefore::
To:::
do::
so, we translate the vegetation cover fractions
and the PFT cover fractions from our 0k and 6k simulations into biomes applying the method of Dallmeyer et al. (in prep.)
Dallmeyer et al. (2018) (Fig. 2).
:::::::::::::::::::
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In the pre-industrial (0k) simulation, tropical forest reaches up to 12◦ N in agreement with remote sensing data (Ramankutty
and Foley, 1999). Between 12◦ N and 14◦ N, the simulation shows a mixture of savanna, grassland and desert vegetation. The
northward extent of our simulated vegetation seems a bit underestimated compared to satellite data entering the land surface
data set of Hagemann (2002). Also pollen records close to the coast indicate savanna vegetation up to 16◦ N and grassland
even north of 20◦ N (Fig. 2).

15

In the mid-Holocene (6k) simulation, the surface is densely covered with tropical forest up to 14◦ N and with savanna up
to 21◦ N in the western Sahara and up to 16◦ N in the eastern Sahara. Grassland reaches up to 23◦ N in the western Sahara
and up to 19◦ N in the eastern Sahara. Pollen records predict grassland even up to 27◦ N. The northern vegetation extent is

5

underestimated in our mid-Holocene simulations compared to data. In contrast, between 14◦ N and 17◦ N, pollen records
predict grassland, whereas in our simulations, savanna vegetation is dominant.
While the simulated pre-industrial vegetation distribution turns out to be shifted southward by about 2◦ compared to satellite
data, the mid-Holocene northward extent of vegetation is clearly underestimated, only reaching up to between 19◦ N and 23◦ N
5

compared to 27◦ N obtained from reconstructions. Nevertheless, overall, the mid-Holocene vegetation is shifted significantly
northward by about 6◦ compared to the pre-industrial vegetation in our simulations.

Figure 2. Biomes determined from simulated vegetation cover fractions and PFT cover fractions applying the method of Dallmeyer et al. (in
prep.) for 0k (left) and 6k (right). The circles indicate biomes reconstructed from pollen data of the BIOME 6000 data base (Harrison, 2017).
The white areas within the continent are lakes. (trF = tropical forest, waF = warm-mixed forest, teF = temperate forest, SAV = savanna, GRA
= grassland, DE = desert)

2.3.2

West African monsoon

It is known that ECHAM6 has a dry bias in the Sahel region during the summer for present-day climate and the West African
Monsoon (WAM) does not extend sufficiently far north (Eichhorn and Bader, 2016) which is consistent with the somewhat
10

underestimated northward extent of vegetation in our pre-industrial simulation (Fig. 2).
The simulated precipitation changes between mid-Holocene and pre-industrial times obtained in our study clearly exceed
those of the precipitation records from proxy data between 10◦ N and 15◦ N by about 800mm/yr and precipitation changes in
other modeling studies by about 1000mm/yr (Perez-Sanz et al., 2014) (Fig. 3). Only one study with prescribed vegetation and a
prescribed reduction of dust AOD predicts higher precipitation changes compared to our study (Pausata et al., 2016). Between

15

15◦ N and 20◦ N, the simulated precipitation changes are slightly lower than those of observations and Pausata et al. (2016) and
slightly higher than predicted by all other CMIP5 models. Still, they lie within the uncertainty range of the observations. North

6

of 20◦ N, the simulated precipitation changes are far below the reconstructed precipitation changes. The lack of vegetation
north of 20◦ N is consistent with an underestimation of the simulated northward extent of the West African monsoon during
the mid-Holocene compared to paleorecords (Bartlein, 2011; Perez-Sanz et al., 2014) (Fig. 3). Rather than an underestimation
of absolute mid-Holocene precipitation changes as in the CMIP5 models, we find a mismatch in the meridional gradient of
5

precipitation changes between our simulations and the reconstructions from proxy data (Bartlein, 2011).

Figure 3. Comparison of reconstructed and simulated precipitation changes between the mid-Holocene and the pre-industrial era. The
simulated zonal mean (17◦ W–40◦ E) anomalies between mid-Holocene and pre-industrial precipitation from this study are averaged over
5◦ latitudinal bands between 10◦ N and 30◦ N at the location of grid cells where reconstructions are available. Proxy data are from a
reconstruction of precipitation from Bartlein (2011). Further, the CMIP5 model range (Harrison et al., 2015) and model values from Pausata
et al. (2016) are averaged for the grid cells where reconstructions are available. Temporal standard deviations are given for our study and for
Pausata et al. (2016) and spatial variation is indicated for the proxy data.

7

3

Results

3.1

Comparison with marine sediment records

We verify our simulated dust deposition by comparing with marine sediment records close to the northwest African margin.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

The
position of the considered core sites is given in Fig. 4. At the marine sediment cores, the dust flux was calculated as the
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
5

difference
between the total flux and the carbonate, opal and organic carbon flux. In McGee et al. (2013a) and Adkins et al. (2006) ,
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
230
the
Th normalization method was used to determine dust fluxes. Additionally, McGee et al. (2013a) use endmember modelling
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

to
separate eolian and hemipelagic fluxes. Thereby, the coarse endmembers (approxiamately between 8 µm and 80 µm in size)
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
are
assumed to characterize eolian dust.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
The marine records show an abrupt shift in dust deposition at the location of the southern cores ODP658 and GC68, where
10

the most prominent increase in dust deposition occurs at around 5.5 to 4.9 ka BP (deMenocal et al., 2000; Adkins et al., 2006;
McGee et al., 2013a; Albani et al., 2015) (Fig. 5). At the more northern cores GC37 and GC49 the change in dust deposition is
rather moderate. The position of the considered core sites is given in Fig. 4. In our simulations, we find a rapid increase in North
Atlantic dust deposition synchronous for several core sites along the northwest African margin (Fig. 5). At the southern cores,
the quantitative range of simulated dust deposition agrees fairly well with the marine records, but the change in simulated

15

dust deposition is less abrupt. The steepest rise in simulated dust deposition occurs between 5 and 4 ka BP. Additionally, a
strong change occurs between 6 and 5 ka BP and, at least at the grid cells close to GC68 and ODP658, there is a moderate
change between 4 and 2 ka BP. After 2 ka BP, dust deposition remains approximately constant until pre-industrial times. At the
northern cores, the simulated dust deposition is much higher compared to the marine records for all times slices and we find a
significant and rapid change between 6 and 4 ka BP in the simulations. At all core sites, the simulated dust deposition fluxes

20

remain nearly constant between 8 ka BP and 6 ka BP, which is consistent with the sediment records. The simulated deposition
flux at the core sites along the northwest African margin increases from north to south by factors between 2.5 and 3.1 from
about 4–5.5 g/m2 /a at 8 ka BP to 10–18 g/m2 /a at 0 ka BP (Fig. 5). These factors are in agreement with those indicated by
sediment records and also with those determined in a previous study (Egerer et al., 2016).
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Figure 4. Position of the marine sediment cores close to the northwest African margin.
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McGee et al. (2013); Albani et al. (2015)
McGee et al. (2013); Albani et al. (2015)
Adkins et al. (2006)
McGee et al. (2013); Albani et al. (2015)

Simulated dust deposition

Marine sediment records

Figure 5. Simulated dust deposition at the position of the marine cores (top left), dust deposition indicated by marine sediment records
(Adkins et al., 2006; McGee et al., 2013b) (top right) from 8k to 0k and a comparison of simulated and observed dust deposition (bottom).

9

3.2

Link between North Atlantic dust deposition and Saharan dust emission

Satellite observations show that today the main dust plume is located north of 15◦ N (Prospero et al., 2002; Engelstaedter
et al., 2006) originating from major western Saharan dust sources in Mauritania, Mali and southern Algeria as well as from
the Bodélé Depression (Middleton and Goudie, 2001; Prospero et al., 2002; Engelstaedter et al., 2006). These regions are
5

clearly visible in our simulated pre-industrial dust emission patterns (Fig. 6). Similarly, changes in dust emission between the
mid-Holocene (6k) and pre-industrial (0k) simulation are maximal in the regions of today’s major dust sources: the western
Sahara and the Bodélé Depression (Fig. 6). In these regions, paleolakes existed during the mid-Holocene and inhibited dust
emission. As soon as the lakes dried out, fine grained material was exposed to surface winds, which has made these areas very
productive dust sources.

10

We aim to better understand the spatial relation between North African dust sources and North Atlantic dust deposition. The
maximal changes in North Atlantic dust deposition occur between 6 and 4 ka BP in our simulations (Fig. 5). Hence, we show
the changes in Saharan dust emission within this time period (Fig. 6). Whereas major changes in dust emission occur as far
south as 12◦ N between 6 and 0 ka BP, the areas where changes in dust emission occur between 6 and 4 ka BP are almost
exclusively located north of 18◦ N. Only in specific grid cells in the area of the Bodélé Depression and close to the Red Sea

15

we find larger changes in dust emission before 4 ka BP. However, we argue that these dust source areas do not affect dust
deposition at the marine cores close to the northwest African margin for the following reasons: In
our simulations, we find that
:::::::::::::::::::::::::
dust
emission from the area around the Bodélé Depression (14◦ E–22◦ E; 12◦ N–18◦ N) does not significantly increase between
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
6
and 4 ka BP, but only after 4 ka BP (Fig. 7). In contrast, dust emission from the western Sahara rises rapidly between 6 and
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
4
ka BP in line with the rapid increase in dust deposition at the marine cores (Fig. 5). Observational evidence also supports
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

20

our
argument: Northeasterly surface winds mainly transport dust from western Saharan dust sources to the Atlantic (Cockerton
::::::::::::
et al., 2014). Further, the transport pathways from the Bodélé Depression, that were determined by a Lagrangian advection
model (Washington et al., 2009; Ben-Ami et al., 2010), are located too far south to affect the marine cores. Also, the chemical
composition of dust originating from western Saharan sources is much different compared to dust from the BodlDepression
(Washington et al., 2009) .

25

We conclude from these findings and from Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7 that the rapid change in simulated dust deposition between 6
::::::::
and 4 ka BP at the position of the marine cores is directly linked to changes in western Saharan dust emission approximately
between 15◦ W and 2◦ E and north of 18◦ N. In the following, we calculate the evolution of Saharan dust emission from this
specific area (15◦ W–22◦ E; 18◦ N–29◦ N, marked with a black frame in Fig. 6) between 8 and 0 ka BP and we investigate
corresponding changes in Saharan vegetation, lakes and climate in the area to better understand the causes for the rapid change

30

in North Atlantic dust deposition.
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0k
6k − 0k
6k − 4k
Figure 6. Simulated dust emission flux for 0k and changes in simulated dust emission flux between selected time slices (6k − 0k, 6k − 4k).
Parts :::
The ::::
areas:of the western Sahara and the Bodélé Depression are ::::::
include ::
the:major dust sources today . The area in the western Sahara
of major changes in dust emission between 6 and 4 ka BP is are
marked with a black frame.
::
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Figure 7. Simulated
dust emission from the western Sahara (15◦ W–2◦ E; 18◦ N–29◦ N) (solid) and from an area including the Bodélé
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Depression
(14◦ E–22◦ E; 12◦ N–18◦ N) (dashed). Both areas are shown in Fig. 6.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

3.3

Causes for the rapid change in North Atlantic dust deposition

Considering the major dust source region area
of major changes in dust sources identified in the previous section (15◦ W–2◦
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
E; 18◦ N–29◦ N), simulated dust emission from the western Sahara remains constant between 8 and 6 ka BP, rises strongest
between 6 and 4 ka BP, thereafter increases less strongly until it remains constant between 2 and 0 ka BP (Fig. 8). The evolution
5

of simulated dust emission in the western Sahara during the Holocene is similar to the one of simulated dust deposition at the
grid cells around the southern cores GC68 and ODP658 with a strong and rapid change between 6 and 4 ka BP (Fig. 5). This
points to a strong coupling of western Saharan dust sources and dust deposition at the location of the southern dust cores at
around 20◦ N. Northeasterly surface winds transport large amounts of dust from western Saharan sources to the North Atlantic.
In this western Saharan region, the vegetation cover fraction decreases monotonously between 8 and 2 ka BP, with the

10

strongest reduction rate between 6 and 4 ka BP, before it remains approximately constant between 2 and 0 ka BP (Fig. 8).
There is a clear link between the most prominent decline in vegetation cover from about 0.24 at 6 ka BP to about 0.1 at 4 ka
BP and the rapid increase of western Saharan dust emission and associated North Atlantic dust deposition during this time.
As vegetation cover decreases, larger areas are available for dust emission. Precipitation decreases in a similar manner as the
vegetation (Fig. 8), with the strongest reduction in precipitation between 6 and 4 ka BP. Also, prescribed lake levels decrease

15

quite strongly: During the mid-Holocene lakes covered about 25% of the surface, whereas today, there are barely any lakes in
the western Sahara.

12

Figure 8. Simulated dust emission (black), vegetation cover fraction (green), lake cover fraction (red) and precipitation (blue) in the area of
major changes in dust emission between 6 and 4 ka BP in averaged
over the western Sahara (15◦ W–2◦ E; 18◦ N–29◦ N).
::::::::::

To get a better understanding of the spatial coupling between changes in dust emission, vegetation and lake evolution and
changes in climate, we divide North Africa (17◦ W–10◦ E; 10◦ N–30◦ N) in boxes of 2x2 grid cells, roughly 400x400 km (Fig.
9). This resolution is sufficient to identify spatial differences and yet all details are visible in the map. For each box, we plot
dust emission, vegetation cover fraction, precipitation and lake cover fraction with similar axes as in Fig. 8.
5

South of 18◦ N (row D and E), dust emission does not increase significantly until 4 ka BP in the western Sahara, which
justifies the choice of the area for evaluation (Fig. 6). The steepest rise in dust emission between 6 and 4 ka BP occurs in boxes
A5, B2, B4 and C3. This region includes dried-out paleolake basins with fine grained sediments, which can be easily deflated
by near surface winds. Accordingly, we prescribed a strong but gradual reduction in lake surface area in boxes A5, B2-B5,
C2-4 and D3 (marked
in blue/purple in Fig. 9). A strong shift in vegetation cover is restricted to boxes in row C,D and E. North
::::::::::::::::::::::::::

10

of them, vegetation cover remains low throughout the Holocene. In row C, we find a fast decline of vegetation cover between
6 and 4 ka BP in the western Sahara, which is clearly linked to a sudden rise in dust emission and associated dust deposition at
the southern cores GC68 and ODP 658 at around 20◦ N:::::::
(marked::
in::::::
purple ::
in :::
Fig.::
9). In row D, the decrease of vegetation cover
is even stronger and occurs later, from around 5 to 2 ka BP. Here, the vegetation density is too high to enable dust emission
until 4 ka BP. In row E, the vegetation fraction remains high until present and inhibits dust emission nearly completely before

15

2 ka BP. The rapid decline of vegetation cover in row C and D is in line with the rapid decrease of precipitation. Also, in
boxes B2-B4, the reduction of precipitation occurs fast between 6 and 4 ka BP and results partly from the strong lake surface
reduction and partly from the moderate vegetation decline.

13

In the eastern Sahara, dust emission remains nearly constant or increases only slightly in most of the grid cells north of
18◦ N. In the very east, close to the Arabian Peninsula, there is a stronger increase in dust emission in boxes C13, D13 and
D14 :::::::::
coinciding ::::
with :a::::::
strong ::::::
decline:::
of ::::::::
vegetation::::
and:::::::::::
precipitation ::
in ::::
row ::
D :::::::
(marked ::
in:::::
green::
in::::
Fig.:::
9). :::::
Here,:::
the::::
rise ::
in
dust
emission occurs too late and the area is too remote to affect dust deposition at the core sites. In boxes D9 and D10, dust
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
5

emission rises gradually from 5 ka BP onwards to extremely high values in
line with a strong fall of lake area, vegetation
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
and
precipitation (marked in purple in Fig. 9). This area contains the Bodélé Depression, the world’s largest dust source today
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(Prospero et al., 2002). However, from there:::
As ::::::::
discussed ::
in::::::
section::::
3.2, dust is transported ::::
from:::
the::::
Bodé:lé :::::::::
Depression: in
direction of the West African Sahel and supply to the marine cores north of 19◦ N is minor (Washington et al., 2009; Ben-Ami
et al., 2010; Cockerton et al., 2014). The high water levels during the mid-Holocene in boxes D9, D10, E8 an E9 point to the

10

location of former lake Megachad (Armitage et al., 2015). The strong reduction in lake surface area in this region does not
result in a strong increase in dust emission before 4 ka BP (Fig.
7), because the vegetation cover is still too dense.
::::::

14

15

(blue),
vegetation cover (green) or both (purple) are marked.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

W–39◦ E; 10◦ N–30◦ N). The scales are similar to those in Fig. 8. :::
The:::::
boxes,:::::
where:::::
strong:::::::
changes ::
in :::
dust:::::::
emission:::::::
coincide ::::
with :::::
strong ::::::
changes::
in :::
lake::::
level

Figure 9. Dust emission (black), vegetation cover fraction (green), lake cover fraction (red) and precipitation (blue) in boxes of 2x2 grid cells in North Africa (17◦

lakes
vegetation
both

3.4

Changes in the seasonal cycle of dust emission and atmospheric circulation

Here, we aim to get a better understanding of changes in the seasonal cycle of dust emission that is closely linked to changes
in wind speed and direction. We find that during pre-industrial times, :::
We ::::
find ::
in:::
all ::::::::::
simulations :::
that: dust emission in the
western Sahara is maximal during early spring (FMA) (Fig. 10). We refer hereby to the area that was identified in section
5

3.2 as dominantly impacting the changes in North Atlantic dust deposition at the considered core sites. During this season,
northeasterly trade winds between 12◦ N and 30◦ N transport dust from the western Sahara in altitudes up to 1000m height
to the North Atlantic (Fig. 11) (Engelstaedter and Washington, 2007). At
the same time, the maximal reduction in western
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Saharan
dust emission occurs in early spring (Fig. 10) consistent with major changes in dust source areas (see section 3.2). In
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
the
mid-Holocene simulation, northeasterly winds at 925 hPa are reduced by up to 2 m/s along the northwest African margin
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

10

and
the western Sahara compared to the pre-industrial simulation (Fig. 11). We find that, similar to the rapid increase in dust
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
emission in the western Sahara (Fig. 8) and associated dust deposition along the northwest African margin (Fig. 5), there is

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

also
a sharp increase in early spring wind strength in the western Sahara mainly between 5 and 4 ka BP (Fig. 12). After 4 ka
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
BP,
the wind strength remains on the same level and even decreases towards the present.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
During pre-industrial summer (JAS), the tropical rain belt is shifted northward (Patricola and Cook, 2007; Gaetani et al.,
15

2017). Southwesterly winds transport moist air from the Equatorial Atlantic to the continent in accordance with a northward
propagation of the West African monsoon. Dust is transported westward to the ocean within the Saharan Air Layer (SAL)
which is connected to the African Easterly Jet (AEJ) in higher altitudes up to 500 hPa (Prospero and Carlson, 1972). Dust
fallout from the SAL is incorporated into the northeasterly trade winds and transported westward along the coast,::::::
which ::
is
clearly
visible in our simulations (Fig. 11). Consistently, we find a second smaller peak in western Saharan dust emission
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

20

during the summer (JAS) in our simulations (Fig. 10).
During mid-Holocene early spring, northeasterly winds at 925 hPa are reduced by up to 2 m/s along the northwest African
margin and the western Sahara (Fig. 11). As major changes in dust source areas are found in the western Sahara throughout the
Holocene (see section 3.2), the maximal reduction in western Saharan dust emission occurs in early spring (Fig. 10). During
mid-Holocene summer, precipitation extended further north as shown in section 2.3.2 indicating a northward displacement

25

of the West African monsoon and the Hadley circulation as described in previous studies (Merlis et al., 2013; D’Agostino
et al., 2017; Gaetani et al., 2017). Winds Consistently,
winds at 925 hPa are thus reduced by up to 2 m/s south of 18◦ N
::::::::::::::::
in
our simulations. Changes in wind speed along the northwest African margin are smaller in summer than in early spring
:::::::::::::::
and accordingly changes in simulated
northeasterly winds occur mainly between 6 and 4 ka BP during the summer (Fig. 12).
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Changes
in simulated dust emission in the western Sahara during the summer are minor compared to the changes in early
::::::::::::::::::

30

spring (Fig. 10).
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Figure 10. Mean seasonal cycle of simulated dust emission in the western Sahara (15◦ W–2◦ E; 18◦ N–29◦ N) for all time slices.
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Figure 11. Simulated 925 hPa wind speed and directions for early spring (FMA, left) and summer (JAS, right) for 0k and for the difference
between 6k and 0k.
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4

Discussion and conclusion

We have found a rapid increase in simulated dust deposition along the northwest African margin between 6 and 4 ka BP, which
is consistent with the abrupt change in North Atlantic dust deposition records around 20◦ N at about 5.5 ka BP (deMenocal
et al., 2000; Adkins et al., 2006) and 4.9 ka BP (McGee et al., 2013a). The simulated dust deposition agrees quantitatively
5

well with the data for GC68 and ODP658 at around 20◦ N (Adkins et al., 2006; McGee et al., 2013a), but is much higher
in our simulations than observed for the more northern cores GC37 and GC49 throughout the Holocene. The discrepancy
between simulated dust deposition and data at the more northern cores may result from an overestimation of dust emission
in our simulationssimulated
dust emission. In our model, dried-out paleolakes are prescribed as preferential dust sources,
::::::::::::::::::::
meaning that for these areas the threshold wind velocity, that is necessary to enable dust emission, is reduced. In contrast,

10

recent satellite observations (Schepanski et al., 2012) indicate that the distribution of main dust sources today is much more
diverse. The
particle size distribution in this study is nearly identical for all time slices to those in Egerer et al. (2016) (not
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
shown),
meaning that the discrepancy between simulated and observed main particle size still remains. As previously noted
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(Mahowald
et al., 2014) , dust particles deposited at the surface are in general finer than those deposited in the marine cores.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
However,
this can probably not fully explain the large difference in particle size and further attention is needed to taggle this
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

15

issue.
:::::
A sudden decline of vegetation cover is key to explain the sudden rise of western Saharan dust emission and the associated
rapid increase in North Atlantic dust deposition ::
in:::
our::::::::::
simulations because in a previous study with a prescribed linear decline
of vegetation and lake surface fraction, the simulated dust emission and deposition increased rather linearly (Egerer et al.,
2017). Thereby,
changes in simulated vegetation cover and dust emission in the western Sahara proceed much more rapid than
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

20

the
insolation forcing. We find a fast decline of vegetation cover in the western Sahara from 22◦ N to 18◦ N in line with a
:::::::::::::::::::
strong reduction of precipitation which points to local vegetation-precipitation feedbacks as suggested by Brovkin et al. (1998)
and Claussen et al. (1999). Due to these feedbacks the transition from a wet and vegetated state into a dry desert state may be
accelerated. Still, in our simulations we can not demonstrate vegetation-climate feedbacks to be the definite cause for the rapid
decline of vegetation. Alternatively, Liu et al. (2006) proposed a precipitation threshold on vegetation growth to cause a sudden

25

shift in vegetation.
Besides vegetation-climate interactions, changes in lake area cause a rapid dust emission increase in
our simulations. The
:::::::::::::::
areas of the strongest and fastest change in dust emission are those of former paleolakes. In these areas, lakes disabled dust
emission during the mid-Holocene. As soon as the lakes desiccated, fine grained material was favored to be deflated by surface
winds, which makes them a highly productive dust source today. However, for the pre-industrial time slice, western Saharan

30

dust emission is likely overestimated in our model due to the prescription of preferential dust sources as discussed above. In
contrast, satellite observations show less dust emission from dried-out paleolakes than previously thought (Schepanski et al.,
2012). As a consequence, changes in lake surface area play presumably a minor role than our results suggest. In the model, a
grid cell where the lake cover fraction exceeds 50% is considered a lake cell and dust emission is not possible. In this way, an
artificial threshold on dust emission is created as soon as the lake fraction falls below 50%. This occurs in several grid cells

19

in the western Sahara and the Bodélé Depression, where lake levels were higher than 50% during the mid-Holocene. How
does this affect the results of our study? The decline of lake surface area in this study is prescribed in the same way as in our
previous study (Egerer et al., 2017), where we found a rather gradual increase of North Atlantic dust deposition despite this
artificial threshold. Thus, the sudden decline of vegetation in the western Sahara rather than a gradual desiccation of lakes is
5

likely the trigger of the rapid dust deposition shift that we see in the current simulations. In order to quantitatively separate
the effect of a decreasing vegetation cover and the shrinking of lake surface area on the rapid increase of North Atlantic dust
deposition, additional sensitivity experiments would be are
necessary.
:::
During the mid-Holocene, the simulated vegetation does not propagate as far north as indicated by pollen records (Fig. 2)
and consequently too much dust is emitted from the uncovered soil. Causes for this deficiency might be the under-complex

10

representation of North African vegetation by only a few plant functional types (PFT) in the model (Groner, 2017) or the too
simple soil albedo scheme. If the simulated vegetation would shift as far north as indicated by pollen records, we suspect that the
decline of vegetation in the western Sahara would be even stronger, resulting in a higher contrast of dust emission and associated
North Atlantic dust deposition between the mid-Holocene and the pre-industrial era. Consequently, we expect that the change
in western Saharan vegetation, precipitation and dust emission would be at least as abrupt, if not even sharper compared to

15

our current simulations. However, our simulated mid-Holocene vegetation is much more pronounced and shifted northward
by about 6◦ compared to pre-industrial vegetation. Consistent with the mismatch between simulated vegetation and pollen
records, ECHAM6-HAM2 is not capable to properly simulate the northward extent of the West African monsoon as indicated
by paleo data (Bartlein, 2011). Nevertheless, the mid-Holocene precipitation bias between our
simulations and observations is
:::
to the results of most other CMIP5 models (Fig. 3). Still, the meridional distribution
less in our model compared to compared
:::::::::::::::::::::

20

of precipitation changes is not consistent with observations and requires further attention.
In early springIn
our simulations, the major changes in western Saharan dust emission occur in early spring (Fig. 10), which
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
can
be attributed to changes in dust sources (Fig. 9) but also to a strengthening of the trade winds (Fig. 11). During this
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
season,
northeasterly trade winds in the western Sahara and along the northwest African margin are mainly responsible for
:::::
dust transport to the North Atlantic (Engelstaedter and Washington, 2007). During this season, the major changes in western

25

Saharan dust emission occur However,
maximum surface concentrations of dust reflecting low-level transport of Saharan air
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
masses
are observed in boreal winter (DJF) at Cape Verde Islands (Fomba et al., 2014) and in the eastern tropical North Atlantic
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(Baker
et al., 2013; Powell et al., 2015) for present-day, reflecting uncertainty in the exact timing of maximal dust fluxes. We
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
find
that the dynamics of the simulated wind strength averaged over the western Sahara is similar to the one of simulated dust
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
emission
with a rapid and strong shift especially between 5 and 4 ka BP (Fig. 10), which can be mainly attributed to changes
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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in dust sources but also to a strengthening of the trade winds (Fig. 11)12).
The shift in the northeasterly wind strength in
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
this
study is consistent with changes in upwelling inferred from SST and biogenic flux records along the NW African margin
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(Adkins
et al., 2006; Romero et al., 2008; Bradtmiller et al., 2016) . Furthermore, the surface wind strength is connected to the
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
vegetation
via the roughness length. The strong and fast decrease of vegetation in the western Sahara is in line with the sudden
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
acceleration
of surface winds between 5 and 4 ka BP. During the summer, when dust is transport within the Saharan Air Layer
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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(Prospero et al., 2002; Engelstaedter and Washington, 2007) that is linked to the African Easterly Jet and the West African
20

monsoon system, changes in dust emission in the western Sahara are minor :::::::
between :::
our ::::::::
simulated::::
time:::::
slices. Thus, changes
in the atmospheric circulation due to a shift of the monsoon system are ::::::
summer::::::::
monsoon:::
are:::::
found::
to:::
be of minor importance
in our study compared to the changes of northeasterly winds in the western Sahara during early spring concerning the rapid
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

shift in North Atlantic dust deposition.
5

In the eastern Sahara, there is only a slight increase in simulated dust emission north of 18◦ N between 6 and 5 ka BP. The
rapid increase in simulated dust deposition in the North Atlantic is hence rather determined by a sudden rise in dust deflation
from western Saharan dust sources than by an increase of eastern Saharan dust emission. South of 18◦ N, there is a strong
but gradual decrease of vegetation cover and precipitation roughly between 5 and 2 ka BP. In this area, where trees, grasses
and shrubs coexist in our simulations, the higher plant diversity could stabilize the system which results in a more gradual

10

vegetation decline as shown by modeling studies (Claussen et al., 2013; Groner et al., 2015; Groner, 2017). The vegetation in
this area is too dense to enable dust emission until 4 ka BP.
In addition to vegetation-climate feedbacks that might have caused the sudden decrease of vegetation cover in the western
Sahara, surface water-climate feedbacks (Krinner et al., 2012), SST-climate feedbacks (Zhao et al., 2005) as well as SSTdust feedbacks (Williams et al., 2016) were proposed as candidates to explain an abrupt end of the AHP. Due to the static

15

prescription of lakes and SST in our simulations, we could not assess the contribution of these feedbacks to an abrupt change
in North Atlantic dust deposition. Based on previous studies (Kutzbach and Liu, 1997; Williams et al., 2016), we expect that
the inclusion of an interactive ocean in the model would lead to a further strengthening of the West African monsoon and
a northward shift of simulated vegetation during the mid-Holocene. This could help to minimize the gap between simulated
vegetation and pollen records, which indicate more extensive precipitation and vegetation north of 20◦ N compared to our

20

simulations. Part of the climate-ocean feedback is already taken into account because a change in SST is prescribed based on
simulations including an interactive ocean (Bader et al., in prep.). We expect that the transition from the ‘green’ Sahara to the
present-day desert would be even more accelerated by taking all feedbacks into account. Therefore, the pace of the change in
simulated North Atlantic dust deposition and Saharan landscape found in this study is presumably still a lower estimate.
While a previous study associated the abrupt shift in North Atlantic dust deposition indicated by sediment records to a large-

25

scale change in North African landscape :::
and:::::::
climate :::::::::
conditions (deMenocal et al., 2000), we argue that records from a local
site are not sufficient to draw conclusions on large-scale changes in landscape and climate conditions and a spatial distinction
of source areas is necessary. ::::::::
Although :::
the :::::::
sediment:::::
cores::::
may::
be::::::::::::
representative:::
for:::::::::::
northwestern::::::
Africa,::::
they:::
are:::
not:::::::
capable
to
explain climate change in the whole area of North Africa. For instance, at specific sites, we see a gradual shift in vegetation
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
cover in our simulations as indicated by pollen data (Kröpelin et al., 2008) and a gradual change in dust emission as seen in

30

reconstructions of aeolian dust accumulation (Cockerton et al., 2014) in contrast to the rapid changes in simulated vegetation
cover and simulated dust emission in the western Sahara and the abrupt change in North Atlantic dust deposition. The spatial
and temporal heterogeneity in the transition of the North African landscape found in our simulation implies that conclusions
from local data records on large scale climate continental-scale
North African landscape and climate change have to be treated
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
with caution.

21

5

Conclusions

To
summarize our findings we answer the questions that we posed in the introduction:
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
– Can
we confirm an abrupt shift in North Atlantic dust deposition in our simulations as found in marine sediment records?
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
We
find a rapid shift in North Atlantic dust deposition along the northwest African margin in our simulations about 6 to
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
5

4
ka BP in agreement with marine sediment records at around 20◦ N.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
– How
is the shift in North Atlantic dust deposition linked to Saharan landscape and climate transition towards the end of
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
the
AHP?
::::::::
The
rapid shift in simulated North Atlantic dust deposition during the Holocene is linked to a fast decline of vegetation
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
cover
and a strong reduction of lake surface area in the western Sahara accompanied with a fast decline of precipitation
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

10

and
a rapid acceleration of surface winds. The North African drying proceeded thereby much more rapidly than changes
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
in the insolation forcing.

:::::
::::::::::::::::

– How
does the timing and the abruptness of Saharan landscape and climate transition vary spatially?
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Our
study emphasizes spatial and temporal heterogeneity in the transition of North African landscape and climate.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Implications
from local data records on continental-scale North African landscape and climate change have thus to be
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
15

treated
with caution.
:::::::::::::::::
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